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GEO Continues Push for Tax Parity
Doug Dougherty, GEO President and CEO

T

here’s a saying in the lobbying world: Be Persistent, Be Seen and Be Consistent. The Geothermal
Exchange Organization (GEO) recently returned to
the capitol for the sixth time this year. On June 9th,
I accompanied four GEO Board Members along with
six members of our two advocacy teams to ascend
the Hill for 29 meetings with members of Congress.
Our message: Enact legislation and give the
geothermal heat pump industry exactly what the
solar industry got last December with extensions of its tax credits for five years in the Omnibus spending
bill. We met with senior staff of Congressional leadership for a second time this year, and again asked
that Congress fix the inequity of applying the tax code in Sections 48(a) for commercial projects and 25D
for residential jobs. We've been persistent, we were certainly seen, and our “ask” has never changed.
The challenge is finding a legislative vehicle and working through the political process. We are
now focused on H.R. 5167—the Technologies for Energy Security Act—which would do exactly what we
want. GEO’s objectives during our most recent to Washington were to increase the number of House
Republican and Democrat cosponsors of H.R. 5167, and to get a bipartisan companion bill introduced in
the Senate. We were warmly received by many, and gratified by their support (see next article).
We believe that another reauthorization bill for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) will
have to be passed by July 15th, and that it could provide the legislative vehicle for our amendment. We
are hearing more and more senators and representatives stating the need to level the playing field for
renewable energy incentives before comprehensive tax reform is debated next year.
GEO’s call for parity has been amplified by others supporting our effort, including the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), National Association of Home Builders, Distributed
Wind Energy Association, Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association, and many others. GEO and 18
other organizations have signed a letter to the four original cosponsors of H.R. 5167 (Tom Reed [R-NY],
Mike Thompson [D-CA], Pat Meehan [R-PA], and Earl Blumenauer [D-OR]) expressing support for their
bill. For the next six weeks, rest assured that GEO—the Voice of the Geothermal Heat Pump Industry—
will Be Persistent, Be Seen and Be Consistent!
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Fort Report: Repowering America
Special to GEO Industry News
Congressman Jeff Fortenberry
1st Congressional District, Nebraska

L

ate last spring I discovered a mouse living in my outside air
conditioner unit. No wonder it wasn’t blowing cold air. We cleaned
it out, but the airflow still seemed obstructed. The technician replaced
a component part, but then it began to smoke (the air conditioner, not
the mouse). It was done. Another deflating thousand dollar plus
moment in a homeowner’s life.
For many years, my wife and I have discussed using technology
to remake our home into a sustainable energy producer, even reimagining our house as a micro-energy farm. As I evaluated my air conditioning circumstances, I thought this
might be the right time to move forward. I started looking into a geothermal system. Usually they are
installed on new homes where they are easier to construct. The initial cost estimates were way out of
range. However, as I worked through the problems, an energy evaluation revealed we could actually
utilize a smaller unit. With an estimated savings in utility costs of $500 or more per year, the added
expense looked more feasible, especially if the replacement system cost was discounted from the
calculation.
What also helped is a federal policy that assists homeowners in bridging the cost barrier to
installing new systems. A soon to expire tax credit is available for certain technologies, including
geothermal. The Nebraska Energy Department also makes loans available for this purpose. In
combination, these factors create real incentives for adopting new models of energy conservation.
If we can all piece together these kinds of initiatives, we can begin transitioning from large scale
industrial models of power generation to smaller scale micro-generations, with customers regarded as
co-partners in community energy production. Nebraska has progressed well in this regard. Awhile back
when I was on the Lincoln City Council, we actively encouraged the Lincoln Electric System (LES) to build
a second wind turbine and subsidize the cost. Now the LES is shifting toward a community based system
of solar energy—a creative initiative that receives widespread support. I understand that in the next few
years, LES’ power will be 48% renewable.
Efforts like this provide a view into the future of energy management. New advanced battery
technology soon will be suitable for storing energy in homes. Recent lab advances are producing
transparent material that could replace windows with solar panel “glass.” The combination of microsolar generation conveniently built into existing homes, batteries to store energy, and smart technology
that uses appliances during times targeted for optimum energy management—all are right around the
corner. This would create significant savings for the average home. As technology prices begin to fall and
these materials are more seamlessly integrated into construction, we could see a new energy revolution
on our hands.
For now, I have a truck sitting in my yard drilling two boreholes. The men from Blair working on
the geothermal project punched two holes, both 180 feet deep, into the ground on the side of my
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house. Small pipes run through the holes and circulate water to capture the underground temperature
differential. The seven degree differential is harnessed in the geothermal unit and transferred into
valuable energy: coolant during summer and heat during winter.
I’ve been thinking about doing this for a long time. I’m glad to start down the road toward the
new energy future in America. I wonder where the mouse will go next winter.
Jeff Fortenberry (R) represents Nebraska’s First Congressional District in the U.S. House of Representatives. He is a member
of the House Appropriations Committee, and serves on three subcommittees: Energy and Water, Military Construction and
Veterans Affairs, and State and Foreign Operations. Jeff serves as co-chair of the Nuclear Security Working Group, co-chair of
the Caucus on Religious Minorities in the Middle East, and co-chair of the Congressional Study Group on Europe. Prior to
serving in Congress, Jeff worked as a publishing industry executive in Lincoln, where he also served on the Lincoln City Council
from 1997-2001. He earned a bachelor’s degree in economics and two master's degrees, one in public policy.

New York Geothermal Tax Credit
Passes Legislature for Second Time
June 16 - The New York Assembly and Senate both passed a bipartisan
“25% up to $5,000” tax credit bill for geothermal heat pumps (GHPs)
this week. The bill (S6249/A9925) was reintroduced this spring by
Assembly Member Sean Ryan (D – 149th District) and Sen. Robert G. Ortt
(R – 62nd District). The Assembly passed the legislation on June 14, and
the Senate on June 15.
"NY-GEO is grateful to legislative sponsors Sean Ryan and Robert Ortt, along with their colleagues
and the legislature leadership, for passing the geothermal tax credit bill this session,” said New York
Geothermal Energy Organization (NY-GEO) Executive Director Bill Nowak. “We are working with Gov.
Cuomo's energy team to come up with a plan to stimulate the GHP market in New York State, and we
are happy to have legislative approval of a state tax credit available to be part of that plan."
In other New York news, geothermal heat energy is part of Assembly Bill 10342— the New York
State Climate & Community Protection Act, which would cut greenhouse gases by 100% by 2050, with
an interim goal of 50% by 2030. The legislation promotes renewable energy, including GHPs. “Geothermal ground source heat" is included under the definition of “renewable energy systems."
NY-GEO worked with several partners in a broad coalition to ensure that the bill recognized the
heating sector as part of the climate change solution. The bill was adopted by the Assembly on June 6,
but there is no Senate version to date. “This is an important emerging grass roots coalition/movement in
New York State,” said Nowak. (NY-GEO)
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GEO Joins Wisconsin Energy
Officials at Geothermal Roundtable

May 24 - The Wisconsin Office of Energy Innovation and the Public Service
Commission of Wisconsin convened a Geothermal Heat Pump Roundtable
at Madison, WI. Its goals were to catalyze stakeholder collaboration to
improve outreach and education of geothermal heat pump (GHP) technologies; explore long term opportunities for commercial and institutional
adoption of GHPs; investigate opportunities and mechanisms for financing
GHPs; and to increase the number of GHP installations in the state.
Many of the approximately 100 people in attendance were state officials, including the Chairman of the Wisconsin state legislative Committee on Energy, Rep. Mike Kuglitsch (R-84th District). The
GHP industry was well represented by contractors and a number of Wisconsin Geothermal Association
Board Members.
Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO) President Doug Dougherty moderated a panel of GHP
experts who fielded questions from the audience about the benefits of the technology. Another panel of
GHP professionals presented case studies of Wisconsin GHP projects. Kate Young from the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory offered a presentation on the future of GHPs in the United States. Other
speakers included Dr. Susan Hamm, Director of the Geothermal Technologies Office, U.S. Department of
Energy, and Jack Dienna, from the International Ground Source Heat Pump Association (IGSHPA).
"It's refreshing to see state energy policy makers take the initiative to examine ways to expand
the market for GHP adoption" said Dougherty. "It takes a strong public/private partnership to grow a
GHP market, and this roundtable was a great start to building it in the state of Wisconsin." (GEO)

Cornell University Plans
Renewable Energy Park

May 12 – With an aim to create clean,
renewable geothermal energy projects, and to
cooperate in research and education, Cornell
University and Icelandic partner GRP Ltd. have
signed a memorandum of agreement on the
development of a renewable energy park,
modeled on a notable Geothermal Resource
Park in Iceland.
One of the agreement’s key aims is
to employ the Icelandic experience of integrating geothermal and hydro resources as a model to transform carbon-based U.S. energy into sustainably harnessed, green systems. GRP Ltd. will assist Cornell
in designing the park at its campus in Ithaca, NY, with an eye to transforming it into a zero carbon model
for other campuses and communities. Read the article here. (ThinkGeoEnergy.com)

When you Think “GEOTHERMAL” – Think “GEO” at www.GeoExchange.org
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Weber State Bolsters
Sustainability with Geo

May 29 - Weber State University in Ogden, UT is
drilling over 200 boreholes in a parking lot north of
the campus’ Stewart Stadium. In an effort to tap
underground geothermal resources, the 275-foot
boreholes will aid in the regulation of temperatures
in the decades-old steam and chilled water system
used to heat and cool every building on campus.
According to an article in the Standard-Examiner, “Circulating that water underground warms or
cools it back to 57 degrees, so it consumes less energy to bring buildings to comfortable temperatures.
The borehole heat exchangers are intended to last up to 75 years and will pay for themselves through
energy savings in 10 years. The geothermal project is part of the university's pledge to become carbon
neutral by 2050. The geothermal project goes hand-in-hand with upgrades the university is making to its
heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.”
The Utah Association of Energy Users presented Weber State with an “Outstanding Leadership in
Energy Efficiency and Conservation” award this month, due in part because of the geothermal project.
Other sustainability efforts at WSU campuses included adding solar panels, changing lighting to LEDs,
and installing more energy efficient windows. Read the article. (Standard-Examiner)

Work Heats Up at Net Zero Library
June 10 - Construction crews are drilling 80 boreholes, each 400 feet deep and about five and a half
inches wide, across Armstrong Quad at Colorado
College (CC) in Colorado Springs. It’s the start of a
geothermal heating and cooling system for the new
library, which is being built as a “net-zero” facility—
meaning that on an annual basis the library will be
carbon-free and produce enough electricity to operate itself.
When the installation is complete, each
borehole will contain a loop of pipes that circulate
water. The 80 holes will be arranged in a grid, functioning as a heat exchanger for the reversible geothermal heat pump that provides both heating and cooling for the library.
During warm weather, the system will send excess heat from the library through the pipes
and into the grid, instead of rejecting the warm air outside. The water circulation of the geothermal
system transfers and stores the heat underground. Then, during the winter, the process reverses and
the heat stored underground will be pumped back up and used to heat the new library.
“This is very impressive because it’s never been done in a building of this scale,” says Ian
Johnson, CC’s director of sustainability. “It has to function 24/7 with the Block Plan in a library that’s
more than 90,000 square feet.” He notes the geothermal heating system is highly efficient because it
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uses free energy from the earth. Additionally, carbon emissions, which contribute to climate change, are
completely eliminated in the geothermal heating process.
The new “net-zero” library will not only reinforce CC’s goal of being carbon-neutral by 2020, it
also will be a model for future buildings on campus and serve as a study tool. “I’m very excited about
this,” Johnson says. “This is the coolest project I’ve worked on.” (Colorado College)

Housing Will Boom Again

June 8 – The next housing boom will be triggered
by millennials. Like older demographic groups, the
lumped-together cohort of 20- and 30-somethings is
interested in getting married, starting families, buying
homes, and living the aspirational suburban life. The
problem is that they are delaying all this, in part to
build careers in large metros.
In a note on June 7, William Smead, CEO of
Smead Capital Management, discussed why this lag
among millennials could be responsible for the next housing boom. He wrote that their move into
"exile"—away from home and college towns — is only delaying what will eventually be a boost for new
home construction. “We find it easy to estimate that the current new homebuilding pace of 629,000
units in 2016 will grow to a 1.5 million unit run-rate within five years. This would truly be a boom and
could carry the U.S. economy along with it.”
Numerous studies show that folks under thirty years of age change jobs much more often than
prior generations. The average age to marry has risen above 28 years old, with men at 29 in the mix.
Smead referenced a recent Barron's interview with veteran housing-market analyst Ivy Zelman, in which
she noted the dire shortage of affordable housing on the market. She said this housing cycle is likely to
be longer and flatter than past cycles.
Smead argues that millennials are the reason for this elongation. As they choose to settle and
buy houses, that demand should propel the market if homebuilders are able to keep up. "We believe
that the current fears of a slower economy are the last gasp of a post-financial meltdown era and are
about to be replaced by exiles in the U.S. building homes and having families," Smead wrote. "This will
produce much higher economic growth, spawn higher interest rates and benefit companies with a direct
and/or indirect connection to an America, which will be much different in 10 years." Read more here.
(Business Insider)

It’s Time to Step Up!

GEO needs direct involvement and full support by everyone in
our industry. For all companies that benefit from GEO’s advocacy
efforts, it’s time to step up and join GEO! You can find information
about GEO membership and sign up through our website, here.
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Geo Inspector Workshop
July 20-21, 2016
Bohemia, New York
Geo Inspector Workshop

Learning to inspect Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP)
systems for residential and commercial properties will keep you competitive in a market forced
to deal with rising energy costs and fossil fuel resource depletion. Inspector accreditation
enables you to anticipate important critical elements of installation and offers customers more
assurance of a low-maintenance, economical, and environmentally friendly ground source
heating alternative for their geo comfort needs.

Who should attend?

The two day comprehensive Inspector Workshop is designed
for Code Enforcing Inspectors for city, and state governments. The Inspector’s course would
benefit installers, developers, architects, manufacturers, distributors, dealers, HVAC
contractors, trenching/drilling contractors, and anyone who desires a working knowledge of
how to inspect this innovative technology. Representatives from public utilities, private utilities,
and rural electric cooperatives can also benefit from training. Information gathered from the
workshops can help utility representatives serve as a source of information regarding moneysaving concepts.

Certification

After successful completion of the inspector’s workshop, you will receive a
years’ membership with IGSHPA. Upon passing the IGSHPA inspector’s exam and certification
approval, you will be classified as an IGSHPA Certified Inspector of GSHP systems. You will
then receive an inspector’s card and a certificate.

Topics covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GSHP System Benefits
IGSHPA Standards, ASHRAE and NGWA Guidelines
Local and State GSHP Codes
Outside Heat Exchange Configurations
Building Site and Loop Field Layout
Heat Fusion and Antifreeze Solutions
System Startup and Commissioning
Sample Inspection forms and checklists

For more information about this class and a special
one-day program for architects and inspectors click here.
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Tennessee Airport Goes
Geo with Lake System

May 18 - The Metropolitan Nashville Airport
Authority (MNAA) in Tennessee has transitioned the air conditioning at the Nashville
International Airport to a geothermal lake
plate cooling system developed and engineered by Energy Systems Group (Garver)
and Smith Seckman Ried.
The project takes advantage of 50deg. F water at the Hoover rock quarry by
circulating the water through closed loop
pipes and geothermal heat exchangers submerged in the quarry to the airport terminal's central plant,
providing cooling for the entire terminal. The airport chilled water equipment energy consumption has
been reduced by 50% since the airport began the switch to the new system in February. MNAA expects
the project to reduce electricity usage by 6,000 kW of peak demand and result in annual savings of 1.3
million kWh and 30 million gallons of potable water. Utility savings to MNAA are expected to exceed
$430,000 per year. Read the article here. (Renewable Energy World)

Majority of Americans are
Choosing Energy Efficiency

March 17 – Concerns surrounding climate change have
continued to grow in recent years, driving government
efforts, global initiatives, and political debates around
reducing energy consumption—but for most Americans
who plan to make their home more energy efficient in the
next 12 months, the biggest motivator for change comes
down to the money it allows them to save.
Among the 66% of Americans who plan to take
steps to make their home energy efficient in the next year,
84% say saving on their energy bills is the driving factor behind the changes they plan to make. The
findings are from the Winter 2016 HomeServe Biannual State of the Home Survey from HomeServe USA,
a provider of home repair solutions and energy-related services. The survey is a biannual report on the
financial impact of home repairs and energy use facing American homeowners. It was conducted online
by Harris Poll on behalf of HomeServe in February 2016, and included answers from more than 2,100
adults ages 18 and older.
While heavily debated legislative efforts such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) Clean Power Plan hope to create change from a top-down approach, buy-in from everyday
Americans on energy efficiency at the household level will also be necessary to see progress on climate
change initiatives. HomeServe’s survey results suggest that leveraging the financial benefits of energy
savings to influence homeowners to be more energy conscious could be an effective strategy. An
infographic on the survey results is available here. Read the article here. (HomeServe)
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Certified GeoExchange Designer Plus Course
June 22-24, 2016

• Stillwater, OK

The course offers training toward certification as a Certified GeoExchange Designer (CGD).
From an introduction to the technology to a complete review of a commercial design process,
participants learn the specific information they need to know to be successful in designing an
economically feasible GSHP system. The CGD Plus course is taught by Ed Lohrenz, a professional CGD Instructor with more than 30 years of experience engineering and designing
ground source heat pump systems. The course is certified by AEE.

Who should attend? This design course is created for professional engineers, registered
architects, installers, and contractors. This course is essential for individuals wanting advanced
training and experience in designing GSHPs, and required for experienced individuals who
wish to earn certification.

Certification After completion of the CGD course and passing the CGD exam, you will be
eligible to apply for certification through AEE as the course and exam are only a part of the
certification process. The CGD course is required for AEE CGD certification. Contact AEE at
770-447-5083, ext. 223 for certification information.

Topics Covered:
Ground Source Heat Pump Design - Residential & Commercial • Designing Closed Loop,
Ground Heat Exchanger, Configurations & Layouts • Soil/Rock Classification & Conductivity
Borehole Grouting • Thermal Conductivity in-situ Testing • Ground Loop Heat Exchanger
Software • Ground Source Heat Pump in System Performance

IGSHPA is now an approved continuing education provider through AIA. Receive PDHs
for attending the Certified GeoExchange Designer Plus Course in Stillwater, Oklahoma,
June 22-24. For more information, VISIT THE WEBSITE or REGISTER NOW .
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U.S. Voters Support Alternative Energy

May 18 - A new survey by Lazard Ltd. has found bipartisan support for clean energy policies has
increased among U.S. voters. The Lazard Alternative Energy Poll was previously conducted in 2012, the
last presidential election year. In 2012, 46% of voters describing themselves as conservative said it was
“not important” for America to transition toward a cleaner, more energy-efficient economy. In 2016,
only 18% said it was not important. Of the same group, 52% now consider this a “most important”
objective, up from 35% four years ago. The new poll also found 58% of conservatives favor legislation
that requires energy companies to generate a portion of their power from alternative energy sources, up
from 39% four years ago. Read the article here. (North American Windpower)

Massachusetts Offers $250k for Commercial Geo Projects
May 18 - The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) announced an update to the groundsource heat pump program (GHSP) as part of its commitment to growing the clean heating and
cooling market in Massachusetts. “Beginning today, grants of up to $250,000 are available for
efficient, commercial-scale ground-source heat pump installations that provide lifetime consumer
cost savings, while reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the Commonwealth. Greater incentive
levels available for affordable housing developments, non-profits and public agencies to allow a
broader range of customers to access GSHP technology. For more information on how to participate, visit our Get Clean Energy page. To sign up as a system designer or installer, please visit our
GSHP Installer Resources page.” (MassCEC)

Support the Industry's

National Voice

GEO Industry News is a publication of GEO, the Geothermal Exchange Organization, a nonprofit trade association that advocates the environmental, energy efficiency and economic
benefits of geothermal heat pump systems for heating and cooling of residential, commercial,
and institutional buildings. For more information, visit our website: www.GeoExchange.org.

In production of content for GEO Industry News, the Geothermal Exchange
Organization (GEO) intends no copyright infringement, citing the Copyright
Disclaimer under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, in which allowance is
made for "fair use" of various content for purposes such as criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship and research.
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